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Description

[0001] This invention generally relates to a rotary tool connecting assembly according to the preamble of claim 1, and is specifically concerned with a tap driver assembly.

[0002] Tap driver assemblies are known in the prior art. Such prior art tap drivers generally comprise a chuck body having one end that is detachably connectable to a torque-generating spindle, and which includes on its other end an adapter receiver assembly which is capable of coupling on to the shank end of a threading tap through an adapter. In order for the tap to properly cut threads in a metal work piece without undercutting or overcutting the threads, it is essential that the tap driver assembly include some sort of mechanism for allowing the adapter receiver which holds the shank end of the tap to move along the axis of rotation of the chuck body when the tap performs a thread cutting operation. To this end, the adapter receivers of prior art tap driver assemblies are slidably movable within a complementarily-shaped recess which is generally cylindrical in shape, and concentrically aligned with the axis of rotation of the chuck body. During the operation of such tap drivers, the feed rate of the rotating spindle that applies torque to the chuck body is set slightly lower than the screw pitch of the tap so that the resulting threads created by the tap will not be distorted by overcutting, while the ability of the tap to move axially away from the chuck body during the cutting operating insures that the threads will not be distorted by undercutting.

[0003] While many prior art tap driver assemblies are capable of achieving their intended purpose, both the operating abilities and useful life span of such assemblies have been limited by the mechanisms in such assemblies which transmit torque between the tap adapter receiver and the chuck body while at the same time affording the necessary degree of axial free movement between these two components. One of the simplest of these prior art mechanisms employs a keyway that fits within a complementarily-shaped slot between the adapter receiver and the recess in the chuck body which it is slidably received within. While such a mechanism is simple and inexpensive to manufacture, the metal-to-metal contact between the keyway and the slot which receives it substantially limits the amount of torque that this mechanism can transmit before the localized pressure applied by the keyway to the slot frets the slot surfaces, causing binding and even seizing to occur at relatively modest levels of torque. To solve this problem, some prior art tap driver assemblies have replaced the keyway and slot combination with a plurality of ball bearings which are captured within one or more pairs of axially-aligned grooves disposed between the outer surface of the adapter receiver and the inner surface of the recess in the chuck body which receives it. While the use of ball bearings provides a mechanism which is capable of transmitting larger amounts of torque while still providing axial movement between the tap adapter receiver and the recess within the chuck body which houses it, the applicants have observed that the one-point contact between the ball bearings and their respective grooves can still cause fretting to occur in the walls of the grooves, which in turn causes binding to occur at various points along the axial path between the tap and the chuck body during a tapping operation. If this binding becomes severe enough, undercutting of the threads created by the tap can occur at the binding points.

[0004] To overcome the shortcomings associated with the use of ball bearings in a torque-transmitting mechanism in a tap driver, other prior art designs have attempted to use roller bearings. In contrast to the point contact that ball bearings exert on the walls of the grooves that capture them, roller bearings are capable of applying a line contact all the way across their lengths which would appear to offer some potential solution to the fretting caused by point contact. Unfortunately, no prior art tap driver assembly has yet managed to exploit all of the potential that the use of roller bearings would appear to offer in a tap driver torque-transmitting mechanism. For example, while Figures 1 through 3 of the Hopkins U.S. Patent 3,806,973 disclose a tap driver assembly which utilizes a plurality of roller bearings which orbit about an oval groove cut between a driving member and a driven member which in turn holds the shank of a tap, there is substantial friction between the circular end surfaces of these roller bearings and the grooves which capture them, as well as significant friction between the bearings themselves. Moreover, the precision oval cut required in both the driving and driven members requires relatively difficult and time consuming machining operations which in turn substantially adds to the cost of manufacturing this tool. Finally, the fact that all the bearing surfaces are formed by vee-grooves cut in the major housing components of the tool necessarily limits the hardness of the bearings surfaces to the hardness of the tool steel used to form these housing components, which cannot be hardened above a certain Rockwell level before the resulting embrittlement would interfere with the normal operation of these components.

[0005] US-A-4 364 694 which defines the closest prior art is directed to a tap holder utilizing axially extending V-shaped grooves to accommodate cylindrical rollers alternately positioned at 90° angles. These V-shaped grooves suffer the same disadvantage as previously discussed, and, furthermore, because they are in alternating positions, only half of these cylindrical rollers are engaged during rotation of the tap holder in a direction. Such a design requires a greater tap holder length to accommodate the minimum number of cylindrical rollers. Furthermore, this design does not restrain the cylindrical rollers to prevent from engaging and rubbing against the V-shaped grooves.

[0006] EP-A-0 425 238 discloses a telescopic shaft for rotational torque transmission utilizing a square lower shaft which fits within an octagonal upper shaft to
transmit torque. Roller bearings are provided on a bearing to assist in axial movement between the upper shaft and the lower shaft when the torque transmitted is very low. However, this design is not functional for a linear roller tap driver assembly which may be subjected to relatively high torques.

Clearly, there is a need for a rotary tool connecting assembly which is capable of transferring large amounts of torque between the chuck body and the tap-holding adapter receiver while still allowing for free axial movement between the adapter receiver and the chuck body. Ideally, such a mechanism would be capable of transmitting a maximum amount of torque while imposing only a minimum of friction in the axial direction of movement without causing fretting to occur between the bearings and the surfaces they engage during the operation of the assembly. It would be desirable for such a tap driver assembly to fully exploit the torque transmitting potential of roller bearings in a tool that is relatively simple and inexpensive to manufacture, but yet has a long durability. Finally, it would be desirable if the design of the tap driver assembly allowed the bearing surfaces to be hardened separately from the other components of the assembly which must maintain some degree of elasticity.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

All above objects are met by a rotary tool connecting assembly according to claim 1.

Generally speaking, the invention is a rotary tool connecting assembly for transmitting torque to a rotary tool, such as a tap, which eliminates or at least ameliorates all of the aforementioned shortcomings associated with the prior art and fulfills all the aforementioned criteria. The rotary tool connecting assembly of the invention comprises a receiver for receiving and securing an end of a rotary tool such as a tap, a chuck body connectable to a torque-generating spindle and having an axially aligned recess in its distal end for slidably receiving the receiver, and a means for transmitting torque from the chuck body to the receiver which includes at least one linear roller bearing disposed between a single flat wall of said receiver and a flat wall that defines a portion of the recess in the chuck body. The single flat wall in the receiver and the flat of the recess are mutually parallel, and together partially form a roller-receiving cavity between the receiver and the chuck body which preferably receives at least two linear roller bearings. The linear roller bearings are preferably rotatably captured within a bearing cage in order to prevent the end surfaces of the bearings from fractionally engaging any of the wall surfaces of the chuck body, as well as each other during the operation of the assembly.

In the preferred embodiment of the assembly, the adapter receiver has a generally cylindrical outer surface, and the single flat wall provided thereon is parallel to the axis of rotation of the chuck. The opposing flat wall of the recess in the chuck is preferably defined by a single flat surface on one side of a bearing insert that is insertable within and removable from a slot in the opposing end of the chuck body. The removability of the bearing insert from the slot advantageously allows the material forming the bearing surface on the insert to be heat treated to a higher hardness level than would be appropriate for the chuck body. For example, the hardness of the material forming the bearing surface on the insert may advantageously be elevated to Rockwell C60 by selective heat treatment, which in turn will enhance the life span of the torque transmitting mechanism of the rotary tool connecting assembly. By contrast, the hardness of the chuck body may be adjusted to the substantially lower figure of Rockwell C45, which maintains sufficient resiliency in the steel forming the chuck body to allow the coupling mechanisms incorporated therein to flex without cracking. The use of a bearing insert which fits within a slot in the chuck body during the operation of the rotary tool connecting assembly also provides some degree of compliance between the bearing insert and the surrounding chuck body when substantial amounts of torque are applied to the assembly. Such compliance is an advantageous feature, as it allows the bearing surface present on the insert to remain parallel with the bearing surface defined by the flat wall on the receiver when substantial amounts of torque are applied to the assembly. Such parallelism in turn insures that the rolling contact between the roller and the two bearing surfaces will remain substantially uniform across the entire length of the roller bearing, instead of degenerating into one point contact along one end of the roller or the other.

The rotary tool connecting assembly of the invention is particularly well adapted for use as a tap driver since it is capable of transmitting large amounts of torque to a tapping tool while allowing such a tool to move freely in the axial direction with respect to the chuck body. Moreover, the assembly is relatively easy to manufacture and to disassemble for maintenance purposes, and is relatively more durable than many prior art designs.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL FIGURES

Figure 1 is a perspective, partially exploded view of a tap driver assembly made in conformance with the invention, illustrating in particular the linear roller assembly that transmits torque between the tap adapter receiver and the chuck body which slidably receives it; Figure 2 is a cross-sectional top view of the tap driver assembly illustrated in Figure 1; Figure 3 is a cross-sectional side view of the tap driver assembly illustrated in Figure 2 along the line 3-3;
Figure 4 is a front cross-sectional view of the tap driver assembly illustrated in Figure 2 along the line 4-4;

Figure 5 is a front view of the tap driver assembly illustrated in Figure 2 along the line 5-5; and

Figure 6 is an enlarged, cross-sectional view of the area circled in Figure 5, illustrating the configuration of retaining pins which retains the spring that rotationally biases the locking collar of the assembly.

DETAILLED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0013] With reference now to Figure 1, the tap driver assembly 1 of the invention generally comprises a chuck body 2 whose proximal end is connectable to a rotating, torque-generating spindle 3 and whose distal end is adapted to receive and secure a tap adapter 4 by means of an adapter receiver assembly 15. The adapter receiver assembly 15 includes a cup-shaped receiver housing 17 that is axially movable within a cylindrically-shaped recess within the chuck body 2. When the proximal end of the chuck body 2 is secured to the rotating spindle 3, torque is transmitted to the receiver housing 17 from the distal end of the chuck body 2 by means of a pair of linear roller assemblies 95a,b as shown. As will be described in more detail hereinafter, each of the linear roller assemblies 95a,b includes a roller receiving cavity 97 formed from a single flat wall on the outer surface of the adapter receiver housing 17 and a flat bearing wall 101 of a bearing insert 103 which is insertable into and removable from a slot 105 located at the distal end of the chuck body 2. Three linear rollers 107a,b,c rotatably mounted in a nylon roller cage 109 are disposed in the roller receiving cavities 97 of each of the linear roller assemblies 95a,b. The provision of rollers that are proportioned relatively long relative to their diameters between the broad, flat walls provided in the adapter receiving housing 17 and on the bearing insert 103 advantageously provides a mechanism which allows the adapter receiver housing 17 to freely move in and out of a recess in the chuck body 2 along the axis of rotation of the chuck body while at the same time transmitting large amounts of torque from the chuck body 2 to the adapter receiver housing 17.

SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURE AND OPERATION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0014] With reference now to Figure 2, the chuck body 2 of the tap driver assembly 1 includes on its proximal end a tubular connector 5 which is preferably a "Quick Change" coupling of the type sold by Kennametal Inc., located in Latrobe, Pennsylvania. The frustro-conical shape of the connector 5 causes the axis of rotation A of the chuck body 2 to become quickly and securely aligned with the axis of rotation of the rotating spindle 3. Located at the distal end of the chuck body 2 is a cylindrical flange 7 which circumscibes and defines a cylindrical recess 9 which, as indicated earlier, slidably receives the receiver housing 17 of the adapter receiver assembly 15. Immediately behind the distally-disposed cylindrical recess 9 is a smaller centrally-disposed cylindrical recess 11. Disposed between the recess 11 and the interior of the tubular connector 5 is an even smaller proximally disposed bore 13 which, like the previously-described recesses 9 and 11, is aligned along the axis of rotation of the chuck body 2. The purpose of the centrally-disposed cylindrical recess 11 and the proximally disposed bore 13 is to house various components of both the coolant conduction system 50 and spring loading assembly 70 of the tap driver assembly 1, whose specific structures and functions will be described in detail hereinafter.

[0015] With reference again to Figure 2, the adapter receiver assembly 15 includes a cup-shaped receiver housing 17 having an inner, cylindrically shaped recess 19 for receiving a tap adapter 4. To this end, the distal end of the receiver housing 17 is open, while the proximal end of the housing 17 terminates in a circular end wall 21. The receiver housing 17 has a cylindrical outer wall 23 which is slidably received within a generally cylindrical inner wall 25 of the cylindrical flange 7 of the chuck body 2 to permit axial movement therebetween.

[0016] With reference now to both Figures 2, 3 and 4, the tap driver assembly 1 further includes an adapter receiver lock mechanism 27 for locking a tap adapter 4 into the inner recess 19 of the receiver housing 17. This lock mechanism 27 includes two pairs 29a,b of lock balls. Each of these pairs 29a,b of lock balls are radially movable in a passageway formed by a pair of bores 30a,b located in the receiver housing 17 which in turn are aligned with a pair of bores 31a,b aligned in the cylindrical flange 7 of the chuck body 2. Although not shown in the drawings, the diameter of the bores 30a,b near the inner recess 19 of the receiving housing 17 is slightly reduced so that the lock balls 29a,b may penetrate the recess 19 to capture the tap adapter 4 but may not come completely out of the bores 30a,b. Circumscribing the outer surface of the cylindrical flange 7 of the chuck body 2 is a locking collar 32. As may best be seen with respect to Figures 3 and 4, locking collar 32 includes a pair of opposing, ball-receiving recesses 33a,b which allows the two pairs of lock balls 29a,b to move radially outwardly to either release or receive a tap adapter 4 when the locking collar 32 is rotated relative to the chuck body 2 such that these recesses 33a,b become aligned with the bores 31a,b in the cylindrical flange 7. As is best seen in Figures 2 and 3, the locking collar 32 is captured between a retaining ring 35 at its distal end and an annular shoulder 37 cut in the chuck body 2 at its other end. Additionally, a torque spring 39 is provided within an inner annular recess 41 in the collar 32 in order to spring bias the collar 32 into a "closed" position (as shown in Figures 2 and 5) wherein the ball receiving re-
cesses 33a,b are out of alignment with the two pairs of lock balls 29a,b. This torque spring 39 is a coil spring whose ends are retained by spring retaining pins 43 and 45 (shown in Figure 6) which in turn are mounted within bores present in both the locking collar 32 and cylindrical flange 7.

[0017] With reference again to Figure 2, the tap driver assembly 1 includes a coolant conduction system 50 housed within the centrally disposed, cylindrical recess 11 and bore 13 for conducting coolant from a source (not shown) in the rotating spindle 3 all the way to the tap held by the tap adapter 4. Starting at the proximal end of the chuck body 2, this system 50 includes an annular o-ring housing 52 in the form of a groove which circumscribes the inner surface of the tubular connector 5 which in turn houses o-ring 54. The purpose of the o-ring 54 is to sealingly engage a nozzle (not shown) which extends up through the rotating spindle and which in turn is connected to the previously mentioned coolant source. A proximal cooling conduit 56 is disposed within the previously mentioned bore 13 for conducting coolant into a distal coolant conduit 58. Conduit 58 slidably receives the distal end of the proximal coolant conduit 56 in telescopic fashion. The proximal end of the distal coolant conduit 58 includes a toroidal-shaped housing which contains an o-ring 60. The purpose of the o-ring 60 is to provide a leak tight seal between the telescopically mating ends of the proximal coolant conduit 56 and the distal coolant conduit 58. The distal end 62 of the distal coolant conduit 58 is threaded to mate with a threaded opening 66 that is centrally disposed in the circular wall 21 of the receiver housing 17. A coupling nipple 68 is screwed onto that portion of the threaded distal end 62 of the distal coolant conduit 58 which extends beyond the circular wall 21. The threaded engagement between the distal coolant conduit 58 and the receiver housing 17 causes the proximal and distal coolant conduits 56, 58 to slideably move relative to one another in telescopic fashion whenever the receiver housing 17 is moved axially with respect to the chuck body 2. In operation, the coupling nipple 68 engages in leak-tight relationship with a fluid coupling (not shown) in the tap adapter 4 so as to convey coolant fluid completely through the chuck body 2 and into the shank of a tap.

[0018] With reference now to Figure 3, the tap driver assembly 1 further includes a spring loading assembly 70 contained within the centrally disposed cylindrical recess 11 of the chuck body 2. This spring loading assembly 70 includes an outer coil spring 72 whose proximal end engages the outer annular flange 74 of a hat-shaped retaining element 76. This hat-shaped retaining element 76 includes a tubular portion 77 that terminates in an annular retaining wall 78 which limits the axial stroke of the toroidal-shaped o-ring housing 59 that forms the proximal end of the distal coolant conduit 58. As is further evident in Figure 3, the distal end of the outer coil spring 72 engages an annular end wall 80 of a cup-shaped spring bushing 81. While the spring bushing 81 is axially movable within the centrally disposed cylindrical recess 11, the extent of the axial movement is limited by a retaining screw 85 (as may be seen in Figure 2). Hence, the distal end of the outer coil spring 72 reacts against the annular end wall 80 of the spring bushing 81 and constantly applies a compressive force against the hat-shaped element 76, which in turn allows the annular retaining wall 78 of the retaining element to retain the combination of the receiver housing 17, the distal coolant conduit 58, and the coupling nipple 68 within the chuck body 2, the retaining force being equal to the compressive force exerted by the outer coil spring 78.

[0019] Concentrically disposed between the outer coil spring and the distal coolant conduit 58 is a inner coil spring 83. The distal end of the inner coil spring 83 abuts against the back side of circular end wall 21 of receiver housing 17 through a circular opening defined by the outer edge of the annular end wall 80 of the spring bushing 81, while the distal end of this spring reacts against the annular retaining wall 78 of the hat-shaped retaining element 76. As will be described in more detail hereinafter, the ultimate purpose of the inner coil spring 83 is to provide a controllable "start up" compressive force for the tap held by the tap adapter 4 when it is initially fed into a bore to be threaded which may be different from the axial feed force that the spindle 3 applies to the chuck body.

[0020] Turning again to the structure of the spring bushing 81, this element is circumscribed by an annular guide wall 84 which is closely dimensioned to the walls of the centrally disposed, cylindrical cavity 11, such that the bushing 81 maintains concentricity within the recess 11 as it moves axially within this recess. To limit the axial stroke of the spring bushing 81, the previously mentioned retaining screw 85 is provided. This screw 85 terminates in a detent 87 which retainingly abuts against the side wall of a groove 89 which circumscribes the distal edge of the annular guide wall 84. As is further evident in Figure 2, a spring plunger 91 is provided in a threaded bore in opposition from the retaining screw 85. This plunger 91 terminates in a spring loaded detent 93 which also extends into the groove 89 disposed around the distal edge of the annular guide wall 84. The purpose of the spring plunger 91 is to provide some adjustability as to the amount of "start up" force that the spring loading assembly 70 can apply to a tap connected to the adapter receiver assembly 15 through a tap adapter 4. When this spring plunger 91 is screwed inwardly toward the groove 89, it increases the amount of force that must be applied onto the receiver housing 17 before the housing 17 will slidably and axially move back into the distally disposed cylindrical recess 9. The spring plunger 91 is often screwed inwardly toward the groove 89 to increase the "start-up" force in instances where the bore to be tapped is formed from a particularly hard metal which in turn requires a relatively large amount of compressive force between the end of the tap and the bore.
With reference now to Figures 1, 3 and 4, the torque transmitting mechanism of the assembly 1 comprises a pair of opposing linear roller assemblies 95a, b which allow large amounts of torque to be transmitted from the spindle 3 to the chuck body 2 and to the receiver housing 17 while still allowing the housing 17 to freely slide in the axial direction within the cylindrical recess 9. Each of the linear roller assemblies 95a, b includes a roller-receiving cavity which is formed in part from a flat wall 99 disposed on one of the sides of the outer cylindrical wall 23 of the housing 17, and an opposing, spaced apart flat bearing wall 101 provided on a bearing insert 103. The bearing insert 103 of each of the linear roller assemblies 95a, b fits in a slot 105a, b formed in the cylindrical flange 7 that defines the cylindrical recess 9. Further, each of the bearing inserts 103 includes an arcuate back surface 106 which is complementary in shape to the inner annular wall of the locking collar 32. While not specifically shown in the several drawings, the side edges of the bearing insert 103 of each of the linear roller assemblies 95 are dimensioned so that they do not tightly abut the walls of their respective slot 105 when they are inserted into the position illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. Such dimensioning in combination with the arcuate interface between the back surfaces 106 of the inserts 103 in the inner annular wall of the locking collar 32 allows each of the inserts to compliantly "rock" slightly on the order of a few thousandths of an inch. The ability of each of the inserts 103 to rock within its respective slot 105 in turn allows it to maintain its respective bearing wall 101 in parallel relationship with its respective opposing flat wall 99 on the adapter receiver housing 17 under high torque conditions which will tend to rotate the housing 17 relative to the cylindrical flange 7 of the chuck body 2. The maintenance of a parallelism between the opposing walls 99 and 101 which make up the roller receiver cavities 97 of each of the linear roller assemblies 95a, b in turn insures that a uniform line engagement will be maintained between these walls and the three linear rollers 107a, b, c that are disposed in each of the cavities 97, even under high torque conditions. Such uniform contact completely along the length of each of the linear rollers 107a, b, c not only minimizes the amount of friction experienced by the receiver housing 17 as it moves axially within the recess defined by the cylindrical flange 7 of the chuck body 2, but further reduces the amount strain and wear that would occur between the linear rollers 107a, b, c and their respective bearing walls 99, 101 if these walls ever became non-parallel during the application of high amount of torque, which in turn would cause a point-type contact to occur between the ends of the rollers and their respective bearing walls. Such a point-type contact would generate localized stresses in both the ends of the rollers and their respective bearing walls which could act to deform the rollers, or create shallow grooves in the bearing walls 99, 101. The rollers 107a, b, c are preferably dimensioned such that their lengths are at least two and preferably about four times their diameters. Additionally, the diameters of the rollers 107a, b, c are preferably thinned by the chorded cut necessary to form the bearing walls 99. The rollers 107a, b, c are further preferably captured within a roller cage 109 formed from a self-lubricating plastic material, such as nylon. While not specifically shown in the drawings, the resiliency of the plastic that forms the roller cage 109 allows the rollers 107a, b, c to be "snap fitted" into roller receiving openings in the cage 109 in such a way that they are captively rotatably mounted within the cage, which in turn facilitates the insertion and removal of the rollers 107a, b, c from their respective roller receiving cavities 97. Even more importantly, the roller cage 109 prevents the circular end surfaces of the rollers 107a, b, c from engaging the walls of the slot 105 which defines the sides of the roller receiving cavity 97, and further prevents the cylindrical surfaces of adjacent rollers from rubbing against one another during such operation. As either type of unwanted rubbing could significantly increase the amount of friction experienced by the receiver housing 17 as it axially moves within the cylindrical recess 9 of the chuck body 2, the elimination of these sources of friction is a significant factor in providing a mechanism that is capable of transmitting large amounts of torque while at the same time allowing free axial movement between the receiver housing 17 and the inner wall of the cylindrical recess 9 which receives it.

While two mutually opposing linear roller assemblies 95a, b are illustrated with reference to the preferred embodiment of the invention, it is within the scope of the invention to use only a single linear roller assembly.

Claims

1. A rotary tool connecting assembly (1) for transmitting torque to a rotary tool (4) from a rotating, torque-generating spindle (3) while allowing axial linear movement to occur between said tool (4) and spindle (3), comprising:

   a receiver (15) for receiving and securing an end of said rotary tool (4);
   a chuck body (2) having an axis of rotation, and
   one end connectable to the torque-generating spindle (3), and an opposing end having an axially aligned recess (105) for slidably receiving said receiver (15), characterized by
   means for transmitting torque from said chuck
body (2) to said receiver (15) while allowing said receiver (15) to axially slide within said recess (105), including a plurality of linear roller bearings (107 a-d) arranged in tandem and rollingly engaged between only a single flat wall (99) of said receiver (15) that defines a planar face in said receiver (15) and a flat wall (101) defining a portion of said recess (105) in said chuck body (2), and means for preventing the end surfaces of said linear rolling bearings (107 a-d) from coming into contact with any wall of said chuck body.

2. The rotary tool connecting assembly (1) defined in claim 1, characterized in that said receiver (15) has a generally cylindrical outer surface, and wherein said single flat wall (99) is parallel to said axis of rotation of said chuck body (2) and is defined along a chord in said cylindrical outer surface.

3. The rotary tool connecting assembly (1) defined in claim 1 or 2, characterized in that said flat wall (101) of said recess (105) is defined by a single flat surface (101) on one side of a bearing insert (103) that is insertable within and removable from a slot (105) in said opposing end of said chuck body (2).

4. The rotary tool connecting assembly (1) defined in claim 3, characterized in that said bearing insert (103) is formed from a material substantially harder than the material forming the chuck body (2).

5. The rotary tool connecting assembly (1) defined in claim 3 or 4, characterized in that said bearing insert (103) includes an arcuate side (106) opposite to said flat side (101) which compliantly moves in response to said relative torque by rocking within said slot (105).

6. The rotary tool connecting assembly (1) defined in any of the claims 3 to 5, characterized in that said bearing insert (103) has a hardness of approximately 60C Rockwell.

7. The rotary tool connecting assembly (1) defined in any of the claims 1 to 6, characterized in that said flat wall (101) of said recess (105) is defined by a single flat surface (101) on one side of a bearing insert (103) that is compliantly movable with respect to said chuck body (2) for maintaining a parallel relationship between said insert flat surface (101) and said flat wall (99) of said receiver (15) such that substantially the entire length of said roller bearing (107 a-d) remains rollingly engaged between said flat wall (99) and said flat surface (101) despite the application of relative torque between said receiver (15) and said chuck body (2).

8. The rotary tool connecting assembly (1) defined in any of the claims 1 to 7, characterized in that said prevention means includes a bearing cage (109).

9. The rotary tool connecting assembly (1) defined in any of the claims 1 to 8, characterized in that said rotary tool is a tap, and said receiver (15) receives a tap adapter (4).

10. The rotary tool connecting assembly (1) defined in any of the claims 1 to 9, characterized in that the length of said linear roller bearing (107 a-d) is at least twice its diameter.

Patentansprüche

1. Drehwerkzeugverbindungsanordnung (1) zur Übertragung eines Drehmoments von einer sich drehenden, ein Drehmoment erzeugenden Spindel (3) zu einem Drehwerkzeug (4), während eine axiale lineare Bewegung zwischen dem Werkzeug (4) und der Spindel (3) zugelassen wird, mit:

   einer Aufnahme (15) zum Aufnehmen und Befestigen eines Endes des Drehwerkzeugs (4);

   einem Spannfutterkörper (2) mit einer Drehachse, dessen eines Ende mit der ein Drehmoment erzeugenden Spindel (3) verbunden werden kann und dessen entgegengesetztes Ende eine axial ausgerichtete Ausnehmung (105) zum gleitenden Aufnehmen der Aufnahme (15) besitzt, gekennzeichnet durch

   Mittel zum Übertragen eines Drehmoments von dem Spannfutterkörper (2) zu der Aufnahme (15), wobei die Aufnahme (15) innerhalb der Ausnehmung (105) axial gleiten kann, mit mehreren linearen Rollenlagern (107 a-d), die hintereinander angeordnet sind und rollend zwischen nur einer einzigen ebenen Wand (99) der Aufnahme (15), die eine ebene Fläche in der Aufnahme (15) bildet, und einer ebenen Wand (101) in Eingriff steht, die einen Abschnitt der Ausnehmung (105) in dem Spannfutterkörper (2) bildet, sowie

   Mittel, die verhindern, daß die Endflächen der linearen Rollenlager (107 a-d) mit irgendeiner Wand des Spannfutterkörpers in Kontakt gelangen.

2. Drehwerkzeugverbindungsanordnung (1) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Aufnahme (15) eine allgemein zylindrische Außenfläche aufweist und die einzige ebene Wand (99) parallel zu der Drehachse des Spannfutterkörpers (2)
liegt und längs einer Sehne in der zylindrischen Außenfläche gebildet ist.

3. Drehwerkzeugverbindungsanordnung (1) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die ebene Wand (101) der Ausnehmung (105) durch eine einzige ebene Fläche (101) an einer Seite eines Lagereinsatzes (103) gebildet ist, der in einen Schlitz (105) in dem entgegengesetzten Ende des Spannfutterkörpers (2) eingesetzt und daraus entfernt werden kann.

4. Drehwerkzeugverbindungsanordnung (1) nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Lagereinsatz (103) aus einem Material gebildet ist, das wesentlich härter als das den Spannfutterkörper (2) bildende Material ist.

5. Drehwerkzeugverbindungsanordnung (1) nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Lagereinsatz (103) eine der ebenen Seite (101) entgegengesetzte gekrümmte Seite (106) aufweist, die sich in Reaktion auf das relative Drehmoment nachgiebig durch Schaukeln innerhalb des Schlitzes (105) bewegt.

6. Drehwerkzeugverbindungsanordnung (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 3 bis 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Lagereinsatz (103) eine Rockwellhärte von etwa 60C besitzt.

7. Drehwerkzeugverbindungsanordnung (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die ebene Wand (101) der Ausnehmung (105) durch eine einzige ebene Fläche (101) an einer Seite eines Lagereinsatzes (103) gebildet ist, der bezüglich des Spannfutterkörpers (2) nachgiebig bewegbar ist, damit die ebene Einsatzfläche (101) und die ebene Wand (99) der Aufnahme (15) derart zueinander parallel gehalten werden, daß im wesentlichen die gesamte Länge des Rollenlagers (107 a-d) trotz des Aufbringens eines relativen Drehmoments zwischen der Aufnahme (15) und dem Spannfutterkörper (2) rollend zwischen der ebenen Wand (99) und der ebenen Fläche (101) in Eingriff bleibt.

8. Drehwerkzeugverbindungsanordnung (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das Verhinderungsmittel einen Lagerkäfig (109) umfaßt.

9. Drehwerkzeugverbindungsanordnung (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das Drehwerkzeug ein Gewindebohrer ist und die Aufnahme (15) einen Gewindebohreradapter (4) aufnimmt.

10. Drehwerkzeugverbindungsanordnung (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das lineare Rollenlager (107 a-d) wenigstens zweimal so lang wie sein Durchmesser ist.

Revendications

1. Montage (1) de raccord d'outil rotatif destiné à transmettre un couple à un outil (4) rotatif, à partir d'un arbre (3) rotatif générateur de couple, tout en permettant un déplacement linéaire axial entre ledit outil (4) et ledit arbre (3), comprenant:

- un récepteur (15) pour recevoir et immobiliser une extrémité dudit outil (4) rotatif,
- un corps (2) de mandrin présentant un axe de rotation, une extrémité susceptible d’être raccordée à un arbre (3) générateur de couple et une extrémité opposée présentant une cavité (105) en alignement axial destinée à recevoir en glissement ledit récepteur (15), caractérisé par

un moyen pour transmettre un couple dudit corps (2) de mandrin audit récepteur (15) tout en permettant audit récepteur (15) de glisser axialement à l'intérieur de ladite cavité (105), comprenant un ensemble de roulements (107 a-d) à rouleaux linéaires disposés en tandem et en contact de roulement seulement entre une unique paroi (99) plate dudit récepteur (15) et une paroi (101) plate définissant une partie de ladite cavité (105) dans ledit corps (2) de mandrin, et

- un moyen pour empêcher les surfaces extrémales dudit roulement (107 a-d) à rouleaux linéaires d'entrer en contact avec l'une des parois dudit corps de mandrin.

2. Montage (1) de raccord d'outil rotatif selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que ledit récepteur (15) présente une surface externe globalement cylindrique, et dans lequel ladite unique paroi (99) plate est parallèle audit axe de rotation dudit corps (2) de mandrin et est définie le long d'une corde de ladite surface externe cylindrique.

3. Montage (1) de raccord d'outil rotatif selon l'une des revendications 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que ladite paroi (101) plate de ladite cavité (105) est définie par une unique surface (101) plate sur un côté de la plaquette (103) de support rapportée qui est insérable dans et démontable d'une fente (105) dans ladite extrémité opposée dudit corps (2) de mandrin.
4. Montage (1) de raccord d'outil rotatif selon la revendication 3, caractérisé en ce que ladite plaquette (103) de support rapportée est formée dans un matériau substantiellement plus dur que le matériau qui forme le corps (2) de mandrin.

5. Montage (1) de raccord d'outil rotatif selon l'une des revendications 3 ou 4, caractérisé en ce que ladite plaquette (103) de support rapportée comprend un côté (106) arqué opposé audit côté (101) plat, qui se déplace souplement en réponse audit couple relatif en oscillant à l'intérieur de ladite fente (105).

6. Montage (1) de raccord d'outil rotatif selon l'une des revendications de 3 à 5, caractérisé en ce que ladite plaquette (103) de support rapportée présente une dureté d'à peu près 60C Rockwell.

7. Montage (1) de raccord d'outil rotatif selon l'une des revendications de 1 à 6, caractérisé en ce que ladite paroi (101) plate de ladite cavité (105) est définie par une unique surface (101) plate sur un côté de la plaquette (103) de support rapportée qui est souplement mobile par rapport audit corps (2) de mandrin afin de maintenir une relation de parallélisme entre ladite surface (101) plate de la plaquette rapportée et ladite partie de paroi plate (99) dudit récepteur (15), de sorte que la longueur globalement entière dudit roulement (107 a-d) à rouleaux reste en contact de roulement entre ladite paroi (99) plate et ladite surface (101) plate malgré l'application d'un couple relatif entre ledit récepteur (15) et ledit corps (2) de mandrin.

8. Montage (1) de raccord d'outil rotatif selon l'une des revendications de 1 à 7, caractérisé en ce que ledit moyen d'empêchement comprend une lanterne de roulement (109).

9. Montage (1) de raccord d'outil rotatif selon l'une des revendications de 1 à 8, caractérisé en ce que ledit outil rotatif est un taraud et en ce que ledit récepteur (15) reçoit un adaptateur (4) de taraud.

10. Montage (1) de raccord d'outil rotatif selon l'une des revendications de 1 à 9, caractérisé en ce que la longueur dudit roulement (107 a-d) à rouleaux linéaire est au moins égale à deux fois son diamètre.